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The vapor press ure of ca rbon diox id e at 0 °C, or a t 0.0 1 °C , has been used as a fixe d point on the 
pressure sca le. Compari sons be tween labo ratori es may be affec ted equally by pressure meas ure me nt.s, 
te mpe ra ture measure me nts, and the purit y (a nd poss ibl y iso topecomposition) ofth e sa mple. A dy na mic 
met.hod for es tab li shing thi s press ure is desc ri bed, utilizin g a de vice s imilar to those used to rea lize 
th e sulfur a nd stea m point.s on the Int e rnational Practi ca l Te mperature Scale. Advantages of the 
met.hod includ e ra lJid esta bli s hme nt of equilibrium conditions, and the automatic purifi ca ti on of the 
ca rbon dioxide. Res ult s obtained indi cat e a sample· to-sample re produ cibilit y be tt e r th a n on e part in 
25,000. The me thod is s ugges ted a s be ing s uit a ble for gene ra l use in rea li zin g th e CO, point of the 
press ure sca le. This e xpe rim e nt yie lded a value for the vapor IHessure at 0 °C of 3.48516 MN m ' o r 
26,140.8 mm Hg; at th e tripl e point of wat e r. 0.01 °C. it was 3.48608 MN m- 2 or 26,147.7 mill Hg. 

Key Wonis : Ca rbon dioxide, fix ed point, hypso me te r. pressure standard. purifica ti on, vapor 
press ure. 

1. Introduction 

The use of fixed points in pressure ca libration work , 
bes ides having possible d irect appli ca tion in meas ure
me nt problems, also provides a valuable chec k on the 
s tabilit y of the pressure scal e as de ter mined b y piston 
gages or merc ury manom ete rs . One s uc h fixed point 
is the vapor press ure of carbon dioxide at 0 0c. Six 
ca re ful de termination s of the "C0 2 point" have been 
mad e in the last forty years [1,2,3 , 4,5 , 6] ' . All of 
these de te rminations used a s tati c me thod in whi ch a 
press ure vessel containin g purified CO2 was placed 
in a cryostat of known te mpe rature. The pressure was 
th en meas ured when the vapor-liquid mixture reac he d 
an e quilibrium pressure. The results of th ese six de
te rminations , given later in table 3, show a sca tte r with 
a ran ge of about 5 parts in 10,000. The precision of 
th e individual investigations , however, was in each 
case re ported to be 1 part in 10,000 or bette r. This 
see ms to indicate that the static method is subjec t to 
systematic e rrors which can go undetected even in 
very careful work. The static method of measuring 
vapor pressure faces several proble ms: While . the 
experime nter may use elaborate proce dures to obtain 
pure CO2 , the samples may be contaminated after 
fillin g the pressure vessel, as by leaching materials 
from the walls. It is difficult to eliminate temperature 

· Work done ill partial fulfillm e nt of requirement for a degree of M,,:J le r of Scie nce at 
Ceor}!:e Washin gton Uni ve rsit y. Prese nt address: 5709 Gross Dr. . Dayton. Ohio 4543 1. 

I FiJ,!:ures in bracke ts indicate the lit erature re feren ces at the e nd of thi s paper. 
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gradi e nt s be tween the bath , th e the rmome te r, and the 
int.e rface betwee n th e liquid and vapor phases. A 
mi c rosco pi c real or virtual leak , as by te mpe rature 
Au c tuation s in the portions of th e sam pi e in parts of 
th e apparatu s outs ide the bath , will shift th e te mpe ra
ture of the inte rface. Such correction s as those for 
gas head , capillarity and head correc ti ons ,' in a mer
c ury separator be twee n the CO2 vapo r and th e Auid 
used in th e piston gage, may contribute s usbtantial 
random and sys te mati c e rrors . The object of the pres
e nt work , th e refore, is to deve lop an indepe nde nt 
me thod of making the meas ure ment which is less s ub
ject to systematic error. This me thod is s ugges ted as 
being ~uitable for ge nera l use in inte rlaboratory 
compansons. 

2. Apparatus for the Dynamic Measurement of 
the Vapor Pressure of CO2 

2.1. General 

The apparatus is patterned after the dev ice used to 
re lJroduce two fixed points on th e International Prac
ti cal T emperature Scale - th e boilin g point of waler 
and the boiling point of s ulfur , and described in detail 
by Stimson [71. It is similar to th e " h ypsom eter" used 
by physica l che mis ts. A sc he matic drawing of the CO2 

po int boiler or hypso mete r is shown in figure 1. In 
operation, liquid CO2 in the bottom of the hypsometer 
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FIGURE L Schematic diagram of apparatus. 

is heated to the boiling point. The rising CO2 vapor 
condenses on a "cold finger" and the condensate 
fl ows down a thermometer well where the liquid and 
the vapor come into equilibrium and are in good ther· 
mal contact with the thermometer. The pressure at 
the same level is measured with a gas-lubricated piston 
gage operating on CO2 directly without the need for 
the mercury manometer-separator used in the previous 
determinations. 

The advantages of the dynamic method over the 
static method can be seen at this point. The vapor
liquid interface in the hypsometer is relatively large 
and is being continually renewed. This should allow 
for an easier attainment of equilibrium. Furthermore, 
the upward flow of CO2 vapor should tend to concen· 
trate the permanent gas impurities a t the top of the 
hypsometer, and the condensate flowing down the 
thermometer well should be free of the nonvolatile 
impurities which remain in the liquid at the bottom 
of the hypsometer. Since the pressure and tempera
ture are measured at substantially the same level, 
and the temperature gradient is in a horizontal run 
of the connecting line, there is no head correction. 

2.2. The Construction of the Hypsometer 

The essential parts of the hypsometer were con
structed using I-in stainless steel tubing (type 304, 
V32-in wall thickness) and compression tube fittings. 
The apparatus was designed with the intention that 
it should be possible for any reasonably well-equipped 
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laboratory to assemble it from commercially available 
parts. 

The thermometer well was made with 3/s-in stain
less steel tubing and was designed to hold a standard 
platinum-resistance thermometer, 18 inches long. 
The space surrounding the lower end of the ther
mometer was filled with liquid (Freon)2 to improve 
thermal contact with the thermometer welL Stainless 
steel wire, O.OlO-in diam, was wound around the 
lower two-thirds of the well, the turns separated by 
about one diameter of the wire_ This served to slow 
down the flow of liquid and to provide good thermal 
contact between the thermometer well and both 
phases of the CO2• During preliminary studies, the 
temperature distribution was explored with thermo
couples to verify that the thermometer well was out 
of contact with the walls and that the liquid CO2 

from the condenser flowed down the thermometer 
well. 

A brass reentrant plug was machined to fit a com
pression union. The plug was bored so that a standard 
110 V, SO W soldering element would just fit inside. 
The space between the interior of the plug and the 
heater was filled with rosin to hold the heater in 
position and provide thermal contact. The reentrant 
part of the heater plug was wound tightly over its full 
length with type 304, O.OlO-in diam, stainless steel 
wire to trap gas bubbles, thereby preventing super
heating of the liquid CO2 • A column of about 1 in of 
packing composed of very small coils of wire was 
placed between Nichrome screens just above the 
heater to act as a radiation shield between the heater 
and the thermometer and to further promote uniform 
boiling. The packing above the liquid level serves as 
a short fractionating column. 

The condenser consisted of a brass rod, l/2-in 
diam , extending about 6 in down into the hypsometer 
from a reducing union. A polyeth ylene bottle with 
its bottom cut off, was fitted on the upper portion of 
the brass rod. In operation, the condenser was cooled 
by filling the bottle with a mixture of Freon 11 and dry 
ice. 

The hypsometer, insulated with about two inches 
of styrofoam, was placed in a IS-gal ice bath. The 
external connections to the supply cylinders and the 
piston gage were made with 1f4-in copper tubing and 
standard flare fittings. The small transfer cylinder 
shown in figure 1 has a volume of about 1200 m!. The 
volume of the hypsometer itself was calculated to 
be roughly 400 m!. 

2.3. The Temperature and Pressure Measurements 

The platinum-resistance thermometer used was a 
four-lead thermometer constructed by C. H. Myers. 
Its resistance was measured with a Mueller tempera
ture bridge. The bridge had been modified by adding 
a 0.00001 f! dial and by adding a bridge power supply 
with provision for variation of the bridge current and 

2 Certain commercial products are identified in thi s paper in order to specify adequately 
the experimental procedure. In no case does such identification imply recommendation 
or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standard s, nor does it impl y that th e products 
or equipment identified are necessari ly the best available for the purpose. 



[or guarding both the power supply and the galvanom
eter. The bridge balance was determined using a 
galvanometer-phototube amplifier. The galvanometer 
had sufficient sensitivity, with a thermomete r c urrent 
o[ 1 mA, for interpolation to 1 /-to usin g the 0.00001 
o dial, if desired. 

The piston gage used in the measurements was one 
of the two NBS controlled-clearance, air-lubricated 
piston gages. These piston gages are regarded as 
primary pressure standards between 1 and 35 atm and 

are described briefly by Lloyd and Johnson [8]. The 
controlled-clearance piston gage, in general , is dis
cussed by Johnson and Newhall [9]. 

A sectional view of the piston gage is shown in figure 
2. The piston, 1 in in diameter , is made from Carboloy. 
The weights used were 50-, 10-, and l-lb stainless 
steel weights. Their masses were known to about 1 
ppm (part per million). At the pressure of the CO2 

point, the sensitivity of the piston gage had been pre
viously observed to be about 1 ppm. 

F IGU RE 2. Controlled· clearance piston gnge. 
W. We i ~dil s: P. Piston: C. Cylinder: J. J aeket: Prn· Pressure 10 be measured: Pj • J ackel Pressure. adj usted lu 

control ('learancc bet wee n pi ston and ('y lin de r. 

The uncertainties of the measurement are believed 
not to exceed the following: 

Piston gage parameters 
Mass and density of weights 
Piston area 
Elastic deformation 
Estimate of clearance 

The rmal expansion of piston 
Atmospheric pressure 
Air density 

Local gravity 
Te mperature measurements-Hypsometer 

The rmometer self-heating 
Bridge balance 
Change of contact resistance 

Measurements with triple-point cell 
Realization of triple point 
Bridge balance 
Change of contact resistance 

Total systematic error 
Resultant random error 

Systematic Random 

Parts per million 

30 

3 
17 

5 

55 

3 
I 

I 
5 
3 

3 
3 

8 

Here the systematic errors are those which apply to 
all measurements made with this combination of 

instruments , and are not reduced by re plication of 
the experiment. The random errors are those which 
are believed to be independent of each other and of the 
systematic errors; they are combined as the square 
root of the sum of the squares_ The total uncertainty 
would be about 56 ppm, or about 1.5 mm H g. 

3. Experimental Procedure 

3.1. Purification and Filling 
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One of the features desired for a fixed point pro· 
cedure is that reprodu cible res ults be obtainable with 
material which is readily obtainable, and any neces
sary purification be done by me thods within the 
reso urces of the ordinary s tandards or research 
laboratory. The pressure to be realized from the fixed 
point should be insensitive to residual impurities in 
th e ran ge covered by the procedure. 

Accordingly co mmercial carbon dioxide in 20-lb 
cylinders was used in thi s ex periment. The cylinder 
of CO2 was se t in an insulated container and the 
lowe r half cooled with dry ice until the press ure in 
the cylinder had fallen to the triple point. In the 
meantime the apparatus , at room temperature , was 
evacuated to a pressure of abo ut 1 mm Hg, and then 



rinsed by a flow of gas drawn from the top of the supply 
cylinder. During this time the supply pressure dropped 
to just above the atmospheric pressure, so that most 
of the CO2 was in the solid form. The apparatus was 
again evacuated. The transfer cylinder was cooled 
below the temperature of the supply tank, and filled 
with COt. About 12 hr were required. Then the trans
fer cylinder was warmed to room temperature and the 
apparatus filled to a pressure of about 60 bars. Most 
of the permanent gas impurities were believed re
moved from the supply tank and the apparatus during 
the rinsing. 

During the preliminary operations , the apparatus 
was filled several times, and the carbon dioxide in 
the supply tank was melted and frozen three times. 
While a small amount of permanent gas may have been 
entrapped in the CO2 crystals in the first freezing, 
this would be released on melting, and removed on 
the next cycle. By the time the apparatus was filled 
for the first run , the CO2 must have bee n quite free 
of permanen t gas impurities. Most of the condensible 
impurities we re retained in the supply cylinder during 
the sublimation. The content of water vapor , which 
might be particularly troublesome, is greatly reduced 
by sublimation, since at -78 DC the ratio of the vapor 
pressure of water to that of carbon dioxide is about 
1 to 101\ as com pared with about 1 to 5700 at 0 DC. 

3.2. Vapor Pressure Measurements 

These were performed as follows: Ice was packed 
into the bath around the hypsometer, dry ice and 
Freon 11 (monofluoro-trichloromethane, used because 
it is nontoxic, nonflammable , and does not foam if 
dry ice is added rapidly) was put into the condenser, 
and the heater power adjusted until the hypsometer 
temperature was approximately 0 DC. This power, 
about 40 W, was such that the CO2 was vaporized at a 
rate on the order of 1/2 liter per hour. This was suf
ficient to provide a thin layer of condensed liquid 
flowing over the entire external surface of the ther
mometer well. Several hours were allowed to establish 
a steady state. The piston gage was leveled , and the 
pressure in the jacket set at the optimum value as 
determined from the calibration c urves of the gage. 
The weights corresponding to a desired pressure 
were placed on the piston , and the piston and weight 
assembly then rotated by hand. The valve connecting 
the piston and the hypsometer was opened. The 
heater power was increased slightly until the piston 
gage lifted and was in a "floating" condition; that is , 
until the vapor pressure of the CO2 equaled that 
determined by the piston gage. While the piston 
gage was floating, the temperature at the bottom of 
the thermometer well was determined with the plati
num resistance thermometer. It was found necessary 
to make small adjustments in heater power to main
tain the piston gage in a floating condition during the 
20 to 30 min required for makin g a series of normal 
and reversed readings with the thermometer bridge. 
By removing a l-Ib weight from the piston gage , the 
above process co uld be repeated at another press ure. 
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In this manner , the temperatures corresponding to 
four different vapor pressures near the ice point were 
determined. 

The other four sets of vapor pressure measurements 
were made to determine the effect of varying the COt 
flow rate within the hypsometer and to investigate 
the effect of using unpurified CO2 • 

For these runs, a fresh cylinder of commerical COt 
was used. This gas had been produced by the decom
position of limestone. The supplier's estimate of the 
impurity content was as follows: 

N itrogen 
Oxygen 
Argon 
Water 
Oil 

0.1% 
.03% 
.001% 
.002% or less 
.0004%. approx. 

Runs 2 and 3 were made with gas drawn from this 
supply cylinder at room temperature with no purifica
tion of any kind. 

For run 2 the measurements were made at the same 
flow rate as for run 1. For run 3, the area of the co ld 
finger in contact with the cooling mixture was redu ced. 
The heater power, and the flow of liquid were reduced 
by approximately a factor of ten. The reduced flow 
was maintained for run 4 but the unpurifi ed CO2 was 
discarded and the hypsometer refilled with COt 
sublimed from the supply cylinder in the manner 
described above. Finally, for run 5 the sublimed COt 
was used with the full cooling power and flow rate. 

The piston gage temperature and the atmospheric 
pressure were recorded before and after each vapor 
pressure measurement, and the platinum-resistance 
thermometer was calibrated before and after each set 
of measurements, using a water triple-point cell 
prepared in the standard manner. The data reduc tion 
procedure for the piston gage was that given by 
Cross [10]. The vapor pressure at 0 DC was found for 
each of the five sets of measurements by fitting the 
pressure to a quadratic eq uation in the te mperature 
using the OMNIT AB least squares so lution [l1J. 

4. Results 

The ex perimental data are shown In table 1. For 
each observation the tem perature value is the mean 
of five to ten readings made while the pressure was 
under the control of the piston gage. The residuals are 
the deviations of these observations from the smooth 
quadratic curve. 

Two parameters of the quadratic fits for the five 
runs , i.e., the pressures at 0 DC and th e slopes, are 
summarized in tables 2 and 3. In these tables the 
standard deviations represent the precision of the 
pressure at 0 DC for each run, as calc ulated from the 
residuals of table 1. 

Table 2 compares the res ult s with three samples 
of COt. Run 2, made with gas containin g more than 
0.13 percent impuriti es agreed quite closely with 
runs 1 and 5, made with gas which was relatively pure. 



TI'CI' 

0.21511 
. 11 991 
.02516 

-.07146 

0.21 422 
. 11 923 
.02404 

- .070<)4 
- . 16632 
- .26131 

0.12 189 
.02739 

- .06769 
- . 16297 
- .25875 

0.20062 
.00995 

- .08011 
- . 17460 
- .27284 

0 .20486 
.11046 
.0 1577 

- .07942 
- . 17450 
- .27077 

.01596 

.20595 

TABLE I . The experimental results 

P (rnmH g) 

Run No. I . s ubli med CO2 • normal fl ow 

35.05 15 
34.9633 
34.875 1 
34.7868 

26290.8 
26224.6 
26 158.5 
26092.3 

Run No.2. CO:! not IHlrified. normal fl ow 

35.0488 
34.9609 
34.8732 
34.7862 
34.7000 
34.6126 

26288.8 
26222.8 
26 157. 1 
2609 1.8 
26027. 1 
2596 1.6 

Run Nu. 3, CO:! nol purifi ed. rcdu<.:cd flow 

34.9644 
34.877~ 
34.7899 
34.7027 
34.6 154 

26225.4 
26 160.2 
26094.6 
26029.2 
25963.7 

Run No.4. s ublimed CO :!. reduced flow 

3S.0353 
34.8583 
34.7705 
34 .683 1 
34.5958 

26278. 7 
26145.9 
260HO.0 
260 14.5 
25949.0 

Run No. S. s ublim ed CO:t. norma l flow 

35.0398 
34.9526 
34.8654 
34.7778 
34.6904 
34.6022 
34.8658 
35.0414 

26282.0 
262 16.6 
26 15 1.2 
26085.6 
26020.0 
25953.8 
26151.5 
26283.2 

"' Mea ns of five to l en te mperature obscrva tiuns a t eac h pressure . 

Res idu a ls 
( rnrnH g) 

- 0.1 
+ 0.2 
- 0.2 
+ 0. 1 

+ 0. 1 
- 11.1 
- 11 . 1 
- 0.2 
+ 0.5 
- 0.2 

0.0 
+ 0. 1 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

- 0.4 
+ 1.8 
- 1.0 
- 1.2 

L8 

- 0.2 
- 0.2 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

+ 0.1 
+ 0.2 

TABLE 2. Observed values for the vapor pressure of carbon dioxide 
at O°C 

Ru n Pre ssu re Std. dey . of pre s . S iupt: 51 d. dev. of slope 
N ~ .. (bars) (mmH:.! ) (m m H p:) (mmH I!./ oC) (Illrn H g/ O( :) 

I 34.8523 26 14 1.4 0 .24 689.7 3. 1 
2 34.8514 26140. 7 0 .21 687.9 0.9 
5 34.8510 26 140.4 0.09 690.'1 0.4 

\kan 34.8516 26140.8 689. 5 

TABLE 3. Test at reduced flow rates 

H Ull Pressure Std. dev. of pre s. Slope Sid . dey. of s lupe 
No. (bars) (mmHg) (mrnHg) (mm H g/ ' C) (1l1IllHg/ oe ) 

---- I 3 34.8520 26141.2 0.04 689.5 0.4 
4 34.8466 26137. 1 1.24 701.3 5.5 

Ta ble 3 shows the effect of red ucin g th e CO~ Aow 
rat e by a fa ctor of ten. Run 4 was relatively errati c and 
l!ave a low mean pressure, co mpatible with intermit· 
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tent cove rage of the well with li quid. Si nce operation 
at thi s reduced Aow rate is not to be reco mmended, 
both runs 3 and 4 were excl uded from the res ult to 
be re ported. 

These results are com pared with those of other 
authors in table 4. Much of the pre vi ous work was 
reported in mm Hg (th e conventional mm Hg is the 
pressure corresponding to the height of a Auid of 
density 13.5951 g/ cm ~, unde r normal gravity, 9.80665 
m/sec~) . The value , 26,132.2 re ported by Roebuck 
and Cram was give n in te rm s of th e value 13.5955 for 
the density of mercury; here it has bee n adju sted to 
the conventional mm Hg. Michels e t aI. , and Greig 
and Dadson reported the value at the triple point of 
wate r; the numbers in pare ntheses were calcula ted 
from the re ported valu e and s lope. 

It is te mpting to interpret the differences between 
th e various measurements as indi cating differences in 
the pressure scales of the laboratories. Thus, O. C. 
Brid ge man included data from te n pi ston l!ages , with 
calibration s made at the Massachuse tts In s titute of 
T echnology fro m 1911 to 1926, and Me ye rs and Van 
Du se n in cluded data gathe red at the National Bureau 
of Standards betwee n 1919 and 1931. But a close 
reading of the latter paper shows th at more is in· 
volved. 

T ABLE 4. Determ.inations of the CO , point to date 

In ves t i :,!Ulilr Year Ba rs 
Mi ll ime ters of nlf' rc ury 

Rcfe rclll't.' 
0.00 ' C 

0.00 ' C O.UI ' C 

Brid :,!cll1an In7 34.11567 26.144.7 I I I 
\tl>Yf'r~ and Va n Duse n In3 121 

Eq uation 2h .14 1.7 
M IT m easu r("menl s 26.14 1.2 
NBS measurement s 34.11498 26 .139.5 

Hoe hu l'k and C ram 1933 34.H4 11 26 .U 3.0 131 
\Ii chels. e l al. 1950 134.114671 126.1 37.21 26. 144.0 141 
Ed miste r, c l al. 1964 :H):WJ<) 26.1 39.6 151 
( ;rf'i ).! and Oadson 1966 134.3<172) 126 .137.61 26.144.5 161 
Thi s pa per 1966 34.35 16 26.140.8 26. 147.7 

Three values taken from the paper of Meyers and 
Van Dusen are shown in the table. The firs t is from 
an equation which was chosen to represent the vapor 
pressure of the liquid over the full ran ge from the 
triple point to the critical point. The form of this 
equation is largely determined by observations made 
during 1920 on two samples prepared the previous 
year. The second was measured during 1927 at MIT 
on NBS sample No. 1. The numerical value was not 
stated in the paper, but the point is plotted on the 
graph in which Meyers and Van Dusen compared the 
equation and their experimental results. The third 
value was observed during 1929 at the NBS on the 
same sample. It will be seen that the measurements 
at MIT on the NBS and MIT samples differ by twice 
as much as the measurements by the two laboratories 
on the NBS sample, and that the difference between 
the two laboratories was less than the estimated sys
te matic errors (0.01 % for the NBS) in the pressure 
measurements. 



The difficulties of realizing a temperature of 0.000 °C 
in an ice bath are substantial. The ice point is defined 
at the temperature of melting pure ice in contact with 
water which is saturated with air. Pure water is in 
equilibrium with pure ice at atmospheric pressure 
and a temperature of 0.003 0c. This temperature dif
ference corresponds to 2.1 mm of mercury at the CO2 

point. Since freshly melted ice is free of air, the 
conditions of the definition are hard to realize. The 
investigators both at MIT and the NBS were fully 
aware of these difficulties and it is probable that their 
temperatures did not differ by more than 0.0005 0c. 

Apparently, at least part of the difference between 
the values published by the two laboratories must be 
charged to the preparation of the samples of carbon 
dioxide. Both laboratories took elaborate precautions 
to avoid chemical contamination. The gas was obtained 
by decomposition of sodium bicarbonate, dried with 
P 20 S , and then sublimed five to eight times. In addi
tion, at the NBS, the liquid was cooled by evaporation 
several times to obtain the solid. While substantial 
amounts of chemical contaminants seem unlikely, the 
possibility of isotope separation cannot be ruled out. 

Recent determinations of the CO2 point, including 
those made in Europe [4, 6], are lower than this meas
urement by an amount which slightly exceeds the sum 
of the uncertainties estimated by the various authors. 
This difference may be systematic as between the 
static and dynamic methods. However, one point 
with regard to the gas-lubricated piston gage should 
be mentioned. Carbon dioxide cools substantially on 
expansion. If this cooling reduces the temperature 
of the piston significantly, the effective area would 
be decreased and the apparent pressure increased. 
Estimates based on the louIe-Thompson coefficient 
and thermal conductivity of CO2 , the rate of leak, and 
the clearance indicate that this effect would not ex
ceed 0.1 deg in temperature or 2 ppm in the pressure. 
This point could be verified by operation of the piston 
gage with helium, which has a positive louIe-Thompson 
coefficient. 

5. Conclusions 

In the use of the vapor pressure of CO2 as a means 
of calibration, at least three factors are of comparable 
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importance, i.e., pressure measurement, temperature 
measurement, and preparation of the sample. 

Measurement of the vapor pressure of CO2 by the 
dynamic method appears to be insensitive to impuri
ties, at least at the level found in commerically avail
able CO2 in gas cylinders. The use of a gas-lubricated 
piston gage eliminates the need of fluid or diaphragm 
separators with the associated possible systematic 
errors. 

The authors are indebted to 1. L. Cross and his 
associates who furnished the piston gage and tempera
ture measuring equipment and determined their 
parameters. 
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